Quantitative evaluation of an off-axis parabolic mirror by using a tilted null screen.
We report the testing of a fast off-axis surface based on the null screen principles. Here we design a tilted null screen with drop shaped spots drawn on it in such a way that its image, which is formed by reflection on the test surface, becomes an exact square array of circular spots if the surface is perfect. Any departure from this geometry is indicative of defects on the surface. Here the whole surface is tested at once. The test surface has a radius of curvature of r = 20.4 mm (F/0.206). The surface departures from the best surface fit are shown; in addition, we show that the errors in the surface shape are below 0.4 mum when the errors in the determination of the coordinates of the centroids of the reflected images are less than 1 pixel, and the errors in the coordinates of the spots of the null screen are less than 0.5 mm.